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March 2024 – Easter Eggs
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We are delighted to have Chocolarder chocolate eggs on our counter for Easter. The Cornish Honeycomb is a milk chocolate egg with honey from Cornish beekeeper Matt Pitt, and the Virunga is a dark chocolate egg with cacao from the Femmes Virunga Cooperative in Eastern Congo. 




We have been fans of Chocolarder for a few years now and while we still haven’t managed to get to Cornwall for a visit, we do enjoy our regular catchups on Zoom. We have been impressed with their dedication to quality and singular commitment to making the best chocolate. They make no compromises, add no artificial flavours, emulsifiers, or sweeteners. Everything that can be sourced locally is sourced locally.




Cacao is grown in many countries that also harvest coffee and we often see it growing on our way up a mountain to visit a coffee farm. Both cocoa beans and coffee beans are seeds of fruits that need to be harvested and processed before becoming recognisable as the products we all love. When the cacao pods (the fruits) are harvested, they are cracked open to reveal the creamy coloured flesh surrounding several beans (the seeds). The beans are fermented for ten days or more and then dried. This is the product the farmer or cooperative sells to Chocolarder. From there the process gets complicated!




Chocolarder receive the cocoa beans at their roasting and making site in Falmouth where they are hand sorted to remove extraneous material that has been gathered up with the beans after the drying process on the farms. They are then roasted to a lower temperature, but for a longer time, than coffee. After roasting, the shells surrounding the cocoa beans are removed and the resulting nuggets are now referred to as cocoa nibs. The nibs are ground and conched into a sticky mass of slightly liquified cocoa solids and cocoa butter, which is then mixed with cane sugar (for any bar less than 100% cocoa solids) to make a heady mixture. After the mixture is matured for up to forty days, it is then tempered. Tempering is one of those thrilling actions that combines science and craft—it is also what gives chocolate its snap, shine, and smooth texture.




Coffee and chocolate share many commonalities including the language used to describe flavour. They pair wonderfully together to make an ultimate feel-good-morning or afternoon pick-me-up. If you are looking for a coffee to go with the egg you’re about to crack open, we recommend you choose a flavour profile that complements rather than contrasts. For the Cornish Honeycomb the Malacara A (El Salvador) would be lovely, whereas the Femme Virunga can stand up to the bold fruit of Finca Las Palmeras (Colombia). 




Chocolarder have more information about the farms they buy from and their processes on their website, Chocolarder.com, and at their site in Cornwall they run 90-minute factory tours that look like a blast and would probably have one swooning for a good while after! 




Have a super Easter break. 




Monmouth x


February 2024 – A visit from Cultivar Coffees

Last month we had the delight of hosting Lisanne Oonk from Cultivar Coffees (the exporter we work with in Peru) at our roastery. We spent the day with Lisanne, chatting all things coffee, checking out our roasting site and spending time in our shops at Covent Garden and Borough Market. It was a super day […]


January 2024 – Happy New Year!

Did you dust off last year’s resolutions and decide to give them another whirl? Or are you a non-believer in the power of the new beginning and it is just life as usual? Whatever the case, Happy New Year and may 2024 be full of coffee you enjoy. At Monmouth we have recovered from the […]


The Annual

Our Annual project has been a few years in the making. Over the past few decades, we have produced copious paper newsletters that went from a one-sheet simple price list with tasting notes, to a full country list and origin profiles as we found ourselves with more to say. The one sheet expanded to some […]


December 2023 – Christmas!

It has been a busy few months and we have an exciting Christmas coming up. Let’s get into it with our traditional counter round-up. Regular readers will know that we begin with our most balanced coffee on the counter and this year it is no surprise that Malacara A (El Salvador) continues to run with that mantle. This […]


November 2023 – Coffee on the way!

The new coffees we selected on our recent visits to South America are on the way. From Bolivia we chose coffees which reflect the range of processing methods from the Los Rodríguez farms and Sol de Mañana programme. These coffees have been graded, bagged and put into a container which has travelled overland to the […]


October 2023 – On Blending

We are fortunate to have access to amazing single farm coffees that make wonderful cups of coffee. These coffees really highlight everything that goes into the cup from the seed selection, growing conditions, micro-climate, to the processing types. Each coffee has its own flavour profile, and this profile reveals itself in any brew method, which […]


September 2023 – Counter Change Up

Well, we have another month of a lot of changes happening on the coffee counter so here is a round up on recent occurrences, current goings on and future happenings. The new crops from Central America have arrived and we have already seen La Bugambilia (Guatemala), Las Gravilias and Telia – Herbazú (both Costa Rica) make […]


August 2023 – Financiers, biscuits and truffles

We have had a bit of a rearrange on our food counters so let’s get to it. First up is the financier. These perfectly sized, almond-flour cakes are French in origin and made for us by the Sally Clarke bakery. They are moreish little cakey bars flavoured with pistachio bits. A perfect little something to […]


July 2023 – Spa Terminus

We have some new neighbours at Spa Terminus.  Spa Terminus is where our roastery and offices are based. It consists of four sections of railway arches: Voyager, Spa, Discovery, Apollo and an annex, Dockley. We moved to this site along with our oldest, bestest, friends Neal’s Yard Dairy in 2018 but planning for this site […]
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		Arch 3, Discovery Estate

		St James's Road

		London SE16 4RA

		T 020 7232 3010
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Newsletter






Sign up to our monthly newsletter
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